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Print, make and share
our five point pinwheel!

INSTRUCTIONS

Show your appreciation for our early years educators
and support the #firstfiveyearscount campaign.

YOU WILL NEED

1. Guided by the dashed lines, cut out the circle around 
the star.

2. Guided by the dashed lines, cut out the hexagon and 
cut the lines coming from each corner.

3. Punch a small hole in each of the corners as well as in 
the centre of the hexagon (indicated by the small 
circles on template).

4. Punch a hole in the centre of the star  (indicated by 
the small circle on template).

5. Punch a hole approximately half a centimetre down 
from one end of the straw.

6. Make a little ‘ball’ shape at one end of the pipe cleaner 
by tightly rolling it 2-3 times.

7. Lace the other end of the pipe cleaner through the 
hole in the centre of the star ensuring the star faces 
the ball end of the pipe cleaner.

8. Take the hexagon and turn it over so the green is on the 
reverse. Bring each corner with a hole to the centre of 
the paper, lacing a pipe cleaner through each hole. Then 
poke the pipe cleaner through the centre of the 
hexagon to create the basic pinwheel shape.

9. Thread the pipe cleaner coming out of the back of the 
pinwheel through a material that you deem suitable to 
securely hold the materials in place. Finally, thread 
through the hole punched through the top of the straw. 
Wrap the end of the pipe cleaner around the straw to 
secure.

-  Hole punch
-  Scissors
-  Pipe cleaner (cut in half)
-  Paper straw

Fold each �n to the center point, line up the circles and staple.
Cut out two 1-inch circles and punch a hole in their centers. 
Now that you have your pieces, grab the 1/2 of a pipe cleaner and the straw or dowel. You want to make a “ball” on one end by tightly wrapping the pipe cleaner a few times around the straw. Slip it o� the straw once you’ve wrapped it around 3 times. 
Thread a bearing/washer/manly thing onto it. So now you have your �ns piece, and a manly circle attached to the pipe cleaner. You also have a straw and another manly circle.
Thread the pipe cleaner into the front of the �ns (the bit with the fronts of the staples). Then, thread the other manly blue circle on the end of the pipe cleaner behind the �ns. 
�The order should be pipe cleaner (ball end), circle, �ns, circle, and end of pipe cleaner. Once you have that, grab your straw and wrap the pipe cleaner around it until there is about an inch (or so) left between the �ns and the straw. And you’re done with your totally safe pinwheel that really spins!


